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Abstract Aims to present the work done in the development of a simplified office suite for disabled
and focus on the use of technology applied to the area of “designing for all”. The paper presents an
overview of the state-of-the-art in the design for all. It provides practical references to techniques
used. The main scope of the paper is to explore the developed technology and give details for the
adopted mechanisms. It provides information about designing and implementing software
applications for disabled and present a case study for mentally disabled. The paper presents a
system that can be used by a specific target group. For this reason, it should be used as reference
point for this group, although several techniques can be used for other user categories. The paper is
a very useful presentation of an actual system that has been designed and implemented to cover the
needs of disabled, useful for interaction with designers and researchers in assistive technology, and
it fulfils the need for demonstrative technology in the area of designing for all.

1. Introduction
Since the early days of computers till today, dramatic changes have occurred, with the
most important fact that computers are no longer used by the specially trained
scientists, but by all, and “all” here does not imply the average skilled, average aged
nor the average capable user. In fact, it is quite difficult to define such a user. While
computer usage spread, software designers gradually fostered the needs of a bigger
and bigger group of users, always “neglecting” the thoughts of disabled.

The scenery changed dramatically during the last years, when vibrant interest
was focused on issues addressing the accessibility of IT applications. Providing
accessibility means “removing barriers that prevent people with disabilities from
participating in substantial life activities, including the use of services, products, and
information”[1]. Beyond this definition, the notion of accessibility has broadened so as
to encompass much more than designing for people with disabilities, and the concept of
Universal Design has gained visibility. While traditional design aimed to satisfy the
needs of an “average” person, with the assumption that design for the average meets
the needs of most, the universal design argument is that designing for the “average” is
by definition exclusionary, because the “average” user is a fictitious construct (Nielsen,
1995).

In the universal design context, as McMillan (1992) observed, “. . .from the point of
view of a computer, all human users are handicapped” (p. 144). Supplementing this
observation, we should consider the fact that while we become aged, many of us will
encounter disabilities (as depicted in Figure 1 the US population is estimated to be
aging, while Figure 2 plots the percentage of people with functional limitations as
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a function of age). In the case of the European Union, the number of elderly or disabled
people is currently estimated at between 60 and 80 million. However, as disability
is strongly related to age, there is a large overlap between these two communities –
70 percent of people with disabilities are over 60 years of age. By the year 2020, it is
estimated that 25 percent of the population will be over 60 years of age, with the largest
increase in the 75+ age band, where disability is most prevalent. Thus, many who

Figure 1.
US projected population

estimates

Figure 2.
The percentage of people

with functional limitations
and severe functional

limitation as a function of
age[2]
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consider people with disabilities to be “them” will find that “them” is “us”. Under this
perspective, the term able-bodied temporarily takes on a slightly different meaning.

Universal interfaces must meet the needs of a wide range of users from novices to
power users, users with different skills and abilities or disabilities, and this
requirement becomes imperative as computer usage expands to all aspects of our
everyday lives. Access to information and IT has become so important that it should be
considered as a civil right. However, for many people – especially those with
disabilities – access remains a right denied.

To this end, an IT accessibility effort has begun a similar effort to eliminate
physical barriers in buildings and public facilities, such as wider doors and ramps to
accommodate wheelchairs. Accessibility as an imperative requirement has been
acknowledged not only by those with special needs and their organizations, but by the
governmental, research, and industry/market sector as well. IBM[3], Microsoft[4],
and Sun Microsystems[1] are a few examples of accessibility industry supporters.
The list of accessibility-oriented research organizations comprises the Trace Research
and Development Centre[5], the Adaptive Technology Resource Centre (ATRC)[6],
NCSA’s Mosaic Access Project[7], the Centre for Applied Special Technology
(CAST)[8], as well as many disability support organizations including the Equal
Access to Software and Information (EASI)[9], the Starling Access Services[10],
the BrailleNet[11] and more.

Several applications and tools have been developed for the various types of
disabilities at a commercial or research level and a number or acts, guidelines and rules
have been set to help those who develop products meet the needs of those who need
special attention. A small, but representative sample of these guidelines includes the
W3C’s Web content accessibility Guidelines 1.0[12] and legislation such as Section 508
of the Federal Rehabilitation Act (which establishes general guidelines and requires
federal agencies to purchase electronic and IT products and services which meet the
electronic and information accessibility standards), the Americans with Disabilities
Act[13] (which recognizes and protects the civil rights of people with disabilities and
covers a wide range of disability, from physical conditions affecting mobility, stamina,
sight, hearing, and speech to conditions such as emotional illness and learning
disorders) and Section 255 of the Telecommunications Act[14] (which provides that a
manufacturer of telecommunications equipment or customer premises equipment shall
ensure that the equipment is designed, developed, and fabricated to be accessible to
and usable by individuals with disabilities).

The European Commission launched the eEurope Initiative[15] in December 1999.
The original list of eEurope objectives, was further developed based on the proposals
of the member states and the European Parliament, and refined in March 2000 (Lisbon
Extraordinary Summit) and an action plan was approved by the European Council in
June 2000. “eEurope 2002 – An Information Society For All” is a political initiative
aimed at ensuring that Europe can reap the benefits of the information society in a
cohesive and non-divisive way. The council’s resolution of December 2002,
“eAccessibility – improving the access of people with disabilities to the
Knowledge-based society”[16] calls upon the member states and invites the
commission to tap the information society’s potential for people with disabilities
and, in particular, tackle the removal of technical, legal and other barriers to their
effective participation in the knowledge-based economy and society.
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In the framework of this multi-level activity observed in the last years regarding the
design and implementation of software applications that do not exclude the disabled
from their user group, we developed a set of complementary applications comprising
an office suite accessible by people with movement difficulties and people with light
cognitive problems that hold secretarial positions. The suite includes a text editor, an
e-mail client, an electronic calendar, a Web publisher and a chat messenger. All five
applications are supported by a wizard utility designed so as to help the execution of
goal-driven tasks that can be analyzed into discrete, successive steps (such as
composing and sending a mail message). The implementation complied closely with
preset guidelines gathered from a wide set of references and requirements that derived
from the interaction with a sample end-user population, which was set in the very early
stages of the development cycle and followed all the way through. We focused on a
“practical” composition of applications stressing out the communicational aspects of
the system in an effort to promote what seems (in many countries including Greece) as
a science fiction project: vocational rehabilitation for people with disabilities in the
environment of a modern office. We still believe that in most of the cases IT offers an
ideal work and communication environment that can give people with special needs
the chance of not being treated as an isolated minority. Even more importantly,
contrary to the general belief that the disabled form an extremely diverse group and
thus, each category should be treated independently, we argue that a homogeneous
common approach may be followed up to a quite distant point along the application
development life cycle. Moreover, while the prevailing requirement was to specialize
our design, the pilot system revealed great generalization potential: by deploying the
universal design primitives, it proved suitable apart from users with mental
difficulties, for the elderly, the very young and also more generally the novice computer
users. The system also supports a complete set of customary functionalities expanding
this way its user group to less specific audiences. Furthermore, apart from supporting
the standard input devices (i.e. mouse and keyboard), it embeds interaction
mechanisms suitable for alternative input devices such as mouse emulators, mini
pedals, wobble switches, Soffio con boccaglio switches, skin potentials, muscle
potentials, etc. (Sirmakessis and Rigou, 2002), providing access to people with physical
disabilities.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews user group
requirements as found in the related bibliography and describes the available system
variations developed for meeting these requirements. Section 3 discusses technical
issues concerning the development of the system, as well as the supported system
functionalities. Interaction design, the related notions of metaphors and metaware are
the subject of Section 4. System evaluation, as well as analysis of the results are
presented in Section 5, and conclusion in Section 6.

2. User requirements and system variations
The customary view of people as either having or not having disabilities is overall
simplistic. People – and as a result computer users as well – have a range of
capabilities that vary across many dimensions depending on the specific user and his
life stage, the current task and environment. People may experience sudden temporary
or permanent changes in capabilities at any time in their lives. If a computer user falls
and breaks a wrist, he will spend several weeks or more with much the same keyboard
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capabilities as many people with spinal cord injuries or missing limbs. Thus, a
significant number of user requirements for people with disabilities apply to almost
any person, given the right circumstance or task context ( Newell and Cairns, 1993).

Arguments typically leveling against designing for users with disabilities include
the claims that costs are too high, and benefits serve too small for a market (Glinert and
York, 1992), but according to statistics, people who need special care are quite a lot in
population. Another argument is that the disabled together form an extremely diverse
group, making products designed for one such category, absolutely useless for the rest,
which is partly true. In fact, this observation leads to dealing separately with each case,
but a homogeneous approach can be followed up to a quite distant point along the
system development cycle: simplicity must dictate design decisions and at the point
where diversity indicates differentiation in the interaction philosophy, adaptation
mechanisms should be applied to accommodate the diverse profiles and contradicting
needs.

In this work, our primary focus is placed on two categories of people with special
needs: movement and light cognitive disabilities. By the term movement or physical
impairment we refer to disabilities that affect movement, object manipulation and
interaction with the physical environment. Physical disabilities can be the result of
congenital conditions, accidents, or excessive muscular strain. Examples include spinal
cord injuries, degenerative nerve diseases, stroke, and repetitive stress injuries (RSI).
The following list outlines the set of guidelines assuring the accessibility of software
applications for the physically impaired that we used as the basis for our design
decisions (Nielsen, 1995):

. provide keyboard access to all application features;

. use a logical tab order (left to right, top to bottom, or as appropriate for locale);

. follow key mapping guidelines for the local environment;

. avoid conflicts with keyboard accessibility features;

. avoid requiring long reaches on frequently performed keyboard operations for
people using one hand;

. where possible, provide both keyboard and mouse access to functions;

. where possible, provide more than one method to perform keyboard tasks; and

. avoid requiring repetitive use of chorded key presses.

Cognitive or learning impairments on the other hand, range from dyslexia to
difficulties remembering and perceiving sensory information, problem comprehending
and using the language. People with cognitive or learning disabilities, such as dyslexia
and short-term memory deficit, need more general solutions that provide a consistent
design and use simplified language.

Summarizing the guidelines mentioned so far for the two specific categories of
disabilities and in an effort to follow a wider approach to assuring accessibility, we
used IBM’s software accessibility checklist, a set of general accessibility guidelines on
keyboard access, display, sounds and multimedia, timing, object information, and
documentation (Table I).

Cooper and Saffo (1999) introduced the notion of personas for creating archetypes
that represent the users of a product, in an effort to bridge the gap between the
software designers and end-users and to make the software products more user-centric.
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Much like personas, we defined three profiles representing the features common to
their member populations, each one is described in Table II, along with the interaction
scheme adapted to satisfy the profile-specific needs. The difference between personas
and profiles as we use them is that while Cooper and Saffo derived personas based on
user goals, we base our clustering on user needs and more specifically interaction
needs and constraints.

At a second level users were also distinguished by the level of IT literacy, as either
novices or experts. The functionalities that should not be supported in the novice
versions of each system variance were determined by the contribution of scientists that
work with people with special needs – especially in the case of people that face
cognitive difficulties. Certain options from the editor, the e-mail and the chat messenger
were left out, while in the case of an e-calendar, the secondary applications (i.e. tasks
and notes) were considered too complex to comprehend and use in the novice version.
Totally, the number of alternative system configurations sums up to six.

Keyboard access Keyboard equivalents are available for all actions
No interference is made with keyboard accessibility features built into
the operating system

Display Color is used as an enhancement and not as the only way to convey
information or indicate an action. The use of color is consistent,
different colors are easily discernable and color combinations contrast
System settings for high contrast are supported for all interface
controls, as well as color customization options, capable of producing a
range of contrast levels
Font, size, and color preferences are inherited by the system settings.
Additionally, the user is given the opportunity to select and apply one
of the five available appearance templates in order to match the
personal preferences or needs

Sounds/Multimedia All audio alerts are accompanied by visual cues (text messages that
describe the event and narration)
Volume can be adjusted

Timing There are no time limits set in any UI instance
Blinking text, objects or other elements are avoided. All UI elements
are as simple and clear as possible, in order to avoid confusion

Object information A visual indicator (colored frame) moves among interactive objects as
the input focus changes
Descriptive tooltips appear on mouse over for all interactive objects
Bitmaps on the face of buttons are accompanied by descriptive labels
in plain phrasing. Labels and visual elements are consistent
throughout the system UI

Documentation Documentation is available in accessible formats. The user’s guide is
provided in .html,. pdf and .doc format. For all UI instances help pages
in. html format explain in simple phrasing all available functionalities,
along with links to related topics. In addition, the wizard available may
be used to guide the user along a stepwise process for completing all
purpose-specific tasks (i.e. sending an e-mail, etc.)
Detailed documentation on all accessibility features including
keyboard access is available at all times

Table I.
IBM software

accessibility checklist
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3. The pilot system: modus operandi
The pilot system is a dialog-based win32 application developed with Microsoft Visual
C++ (a C++ programming environment, part of Microsoft Developer Studio 6) in
conjunction with the Microsoft foundation classes (MFC) library. MFC is a collection
of useful wrapper classes for user interface objects, operating system services, I/O
management, structures for data manipulation, and more. Some of these classes have
been sub-classed, so as to change or enhance their functionality and thus, meet
the architectural specifications of the system. The development in the environment and
the object-oriented principles of the selected programming language assign to the
programmer control over the UI components of windows, the management of the
memory and the I/O subsystem (file system and network). The tool also facilitates
the separation between GUI design and implemented functionality, a “freedom”
necessary for our case. The system comprises five applications: the text editor, the
e-mail client, the electronic calendar, the Web publisher and the chat messenger, all of
which interchange data using the clipboard (Figure 3).

The editor is based on an expansion of the architecture of Grafis (Stephanidis,
1999a, b). It supports the customary text editing, formatting and file management

Description System variation

Profile 1 Users with heavy movement
impairments that cannot have
control neither over the mouse
nor the keyboard, but can
use some kind of switch

Access through the combined use of the on-screen
keyboard and the scanning technique (Savidis et al.,
1997a; Savidis et al., 1997b). The scanning technique
is based on two actions: NEXT and SELECT.
Action NEXT moves the user to a dialog’s next step
(steps vary depending on the interaction control
encountered by the scanner). Action SELECT is
interpreted as the user’s wish to actually interact
with the control currently under focus (visually
highlighted by a colored frame). This user profile
posed some very interesting questions on the subject
of screen layout, as it is of crucial importance to
ensure that all buttons and interactive objects are
placed and grouped in an ergonomic way, limiting
the time required to select and activate a given
control (on a most frequently used basis)

Profile 2 Users that can use the
custom mouse device,
but not the keyboard

Interaction via the mouse and an on-screen
keyboard, which is activated by the mouse. In this
case, no scanning is required. This profile was the
easiest – in comparison – to handle, as it was closer
to our notion of a usable and ergonomic interaction

Profile 3 People with cognitive
impairments or learning
disabilities (this is also
the profile that can be used by
computer novices and especially
children and the elderly)

This profile raised serious issues to consider on the
design of the user interface, the exact captioning of
buttons, the metaphors adapted in the design of the
graphics, the presentation of error messages and
system messages in general, the learnability and
memorability of controls and task execution steps,
as well as the overall design and implementation
of the help system

Table II.
User profiles based on
type and severity of
disability
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capabilities, while additional functions such as importing images, find and replace,
print and print preview etc., are also provided. Document files are saved in rich text
format (RTF) and are therefore, compatible with all commercial DTP software; it may
also be transformed to Web pages (in html format) so that they can be published on the
Web using the Web publisher, which is described later in this section.

The e-mail client application provides all the customary e-mail exchange and
management functionalities: it supports both POP 3 and IMAP protocols for message
receipt and the SMTP protocol for the dispatch. There can be more than one main
recipient, as well as secondary ones. Messages may be forwarded to more than one
user, may be replied to, or carry attached files. It interacts with the Address book
(component of the calendar application) to select recipient addresses already stored
there or update the address book with the e-mail address of the person who has sent
the current message. Moreover, the wizard utility can be triggered to simplify the
process of sending an e-mail by breaking it into small successive steps. During system
testing and evaluation, the wizard proved to be an affective learning assistant, as
regards the process of exchanging e-mails mostly due to the fact that sending
an e-mail is a task with a clear purpose that can be accomplished following some
specific steps.

The electronic Calendar (Figure 4) provides a summary view of the current month
and a daily view of the recorded events. A reminder can be set for each event with the
option of an accompanying sound. Overlapping in events is automatically detected, so
that the conflicts in schedules may be resolved in a due time. A set of specialized
complementary applications, namely task scheduler, notes, and address book
accompany the calendar and assist the user with the daily workload.

The Web publisher (Figure 5) is a module that allows the users to publish files on a
predefined server. Users with access rights on the specified server can easily share
resources using the Web publisher for uploading files and a Web browser for
downloading and viewing them. In this case also, the wizard may be deployed to
simplify the publishing process.

The chat messenger offers users the ability to exchange text messages and files
with other users logged on the local network, in real-time. The messenger is based
upon peer-to-peer architecture.

Emphasis was laid on the storage mechanisms manipulating user-entered
information (tasks, calendar entries, e-mail messages, etc.) primarily for the e-mail
client and the chat messenger, as well as the interaction with the network
components (TCP/IP protocol, SMTP, POP3 and IMAP4 servers), as described in

Figure 3.
System structure,

applications and data flow
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Destounis et al. (2001). In addition, special care attention was allocated to “fine-tuning”
the user interface so as to meet the varying requirements of the respective target
groups. That is how we managed to alter the user interface at a significant degree with
reference to the conventional interface of desktop applications in a windows operating
environment.

Figure 4.
Screenshot from the main
e-Calendar window

Figure 5.
The main Web publish
window for expert users
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4. Interaction design
Owing to the many and diverse requirements and limitations dictated by the indented
users of the system, the design of the interface was treated as a primary concern.
To avoid developing various independent versions of the system, the implementation
team decided to take an adaptive approach to the issue; core functionalities and
internal data dependencies were implemented at a lower level and then another
(architecturally upper) layer was assigned with the responsibility of constructing and
delivering to the user the adequate view depending on individual preferences and
skills.

A critical aspect in the attempt to provide more effective and higher quality
interaction between humans and artifacts has been the notion of metaphors (Carroll
et al., 1988; Henderson and Card, 1986; Moll-Carrillo et al., 1995). Metaphors in
human communication are essentially mechanisms for explaining concepts using an
example. In metaphors, concepts in a source domain are mapped to concepts in a
target domain on the basis of some similarity between the two domains
(Ueda, 2001). Whereas in the past the use of metaphors was at the discretion of the
designer, or in the best of cases, bound to what the underlying development
toolkit offers (i.e. trashbins, form filling), today and for a certain
non-traditional/non-business applications, embedding metaphors to interface
design is compelling for the wide adoption and user acceptance of the application
(Stephanidis and Akoumianakis, 1998a, b). A metaphor may be used at various
levels, ranging from the overall interface design offered by an application, to the
task level (i.e. how users engage and perform specific goal-oriented activities), as
well as the physical level of interactions (i.e. icons used to convey intended
meaning).

In many cases it is important to use even variants of a metaphor in the context of the
same application (i.e. for a better representation of specific tasks) thus leading to the
notion of multiple metaphor environments first introduced in the context of FRIEND21
(Ueda, 2001), a major collaborative R&D project which proposed a set of guidelines and
a conceptual depiction of architectural components for the next generation human
interface. One of the key concepts in this effort was the notion of metaware. According
to this theory (Stephanidis, 1999a, b), “the computer can exhibit adaptive behavior in
the sense that it can select and present appropriate images to assist the user in
executing tasks, based on functions for identifying task intentions and the context of
use, as this is provided by the user’s personal operation history, preferences and
dislikes.”

One of the important features characterizing multiple metaphor environments is the
ability to perform context sensitive processing and selection of suitable symbols to
interact with the user, based on the information provided by a dedicated tool usually
referred to as user modeling component, or user information manager, offering
information, both general and task specific, on the current user (Stephanidis and
Akoumianakis, 1998a, b). This pilot system has been experimented with a preliminary
form of the metaware notion, in the following ways.

User profile, preferences and tasks. User skills (ability or inability to manipulate the
mouse and the keyboard, level of cognitive competence, domain knowledge in the sense
of computer literacy, etc.), preferences (font size and typeface), as well as the indented
task, are types of information that the system uses for delivering the specific user view.
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Online help. We implemented help as a series of html pages which are served in a
context-sensitive basis (Figure 6) with the help button in each UI instance triggering a
specific help page. Each page contains in its upper part an image map of the UI
window that initiated the call to the help component and each control (button, text field,
list, etc.) on this image is a hot spot (when clicked the user navigates to the point in the
current page that has the description of the control). Pages relating to one another are
connected via hypertext links.

Print preview and layout. All print buttons throughout the whole system activate an
intermediate print preview window where the user can see the information the way
that will be printed on an A4 sized paper sheet. Depending on the type of information
to be printed, different layouts have been prepared so that the readability of the printed
page is maximized (for instance, e-mail messages are printed in a different layout than
the entries in the daily calendar).

All window-based applications present an inherent drawback for users who face
cognitive difficulties; the interface includes a more number of options available
simultaneously with no clear indication as to which procedure to be followed for
completing a certain task. While in the case of an office suite there are tasks that cannot
be easily analyzed in a step-wise fashion (e.g. creating and formatting a document),
there are also tasks that can be naturally analyzed. More specifically in the case of this
pilot, creating and sending a new e-mail message, adding the contacts of a new person
in the address book or entering a new appointment in the calendar are all decomposed
in specific successive steps, with each step requiring a single input on the part of the
user. For this reason and with the purpose of simplifying user interaction for people
who have concentration or memory problems, a wizard (Figure 7) was implemented
and incorporated in the core application providing guidance throughout task
completion.

Figure 6.
The window of online help
as appearing when called
at the point of filling in the
address of a recipient for
the e-mail massage
currently composed
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Simplicity and high descriptiveness of interaction control has been another general
guideline that determined the design of system interaction. This requirement was
further analyzed as follows:

. use graphics that convey to the user the function of the button (Figure 8);

. apart from graphics buttons must have descriptive but short labels with simple
wording (preferably in imperative mode);

. where arrows are used to color them as green when they are outgoing and blue
when incoming;

. avoid red color;

. avoid blinking at all rates; and

. be consistent with button size, positioning and graphics color combinations.

5. Feedback from user testing
5.1 Evaluation setup
For the evaluation of the system, user testing was considered as the most appropriate
method as in our case only members of the target group along with specialized
personnel (two psychologists, one social worker and one speech therapist) were in
position to provide valuable feedback, identify problems and suggest modifications.

We conducted a series of evaluation sessions (using lab observation) with two
groups of test users corresponding to our two types of target groups.

. Group 1. The first group consisted of 15 users with movement difficulties, two of
them were novice computer users and were asked to use the system twice

Figure 8.

Figure 7.
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(to examine the learnability factor). The group was made up of eight females and
seven males, while their age ranged from 23 to 53. Eleven used the mouse as
input device and four used the scanning technique.

. Group 2. The second group consisted of ten users with cognitive problems, five
of them were females and five males. Their age ranged between 21 and 33 years.
Prior to testing, users went through three training sessions during which they
were introduced to basic MS Office functionalities. Moreover users were given
the chance to use the system with the guidance of an expert during a private
session of 1 h duration at the most. All ten users were asked to execute the novice
user scenarios. Two users were also asked to use the system twice.

A video camera was set to record the computer screen and a special form was prepared
so that the test modulator could write down remarks during observation (moderation
was conducted by one of the psychologists and the speech therapist to keep the users
relaxed and in a familiar “surrounding”). In addition, two sets of questionnaires (for
users with movement and cognitive disabilities) were used to collect quantitative and
qualitative feedback, along with two types of usage scenarios (novice/expert users),
which were executed during the sessions and were designed so as to cover all basic
aspects of the primary tasks.

5.2 Analysis of results
Analysis of user testing results indicated that both groups reacted positively
(an observation made by moderators after testing sessions, based on their conversation
with users – think aloud method). User acceptance of the pilot lays on the positive axis;
a finding that provides an indication of the positive feedback. In our context,
acceptance is measured based on the following assumption: possible responses to
questions that evaluate user satisfaction of UI presentation and application handling
are four: very much, enough, a little, or not at all. These options are assigned with the
values of +2, +1, 21, and 22, respectively. Calculating the average of all responses
gives us a numerical representation of overall user acceptance as shown in Figure 9.
Acceptance ranges from 22 to +2 and that in all cases the average is a positive
number, user acceptance is positive too (how positive is a matter of how close it resides
to the +2 optimum).

As regards to success rates, in group 2, seven users managed to complete all five
tasks in the usage scenarios, while the rest three successfully completed more than

Figure 9.
System acceptance per
application as refers to
presentation and handling
for the case of group 1
(users with movement
impairments) and group 2
(users with cognitive
difficulties)
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three tasks, but failed in the rest. Users of group 1 on the other hand completed all tasks
with eight out of ten without using a system. Moving to more qualitative conclusions,
users thought that the UI was pleasant, friendly and easy to understand. Options such
as changing the size of buttons, fonts, windows and all interface controls in general,
were considered especially useful. This feature, along with the fact that we decreased
the number of controls and UI items to the least possible, proved quite helpful and
improved the learnability factor of the system (an argument that was backed up by
task completion duration times recorded).

Another encouraging finding was that two users of group 1 that used the system
twice were able to complete the tasks faster. This was not observed in the case of the
two users with cognitive difficulties but it is not surprising, since the learning profile of
such users requires more extended learning periods. More testing is required in such
cases, not mentioning the dramatic effect on users’ psychological and mental state, a
factor that cannot be easily controlled. Moreover, users with cognitive difficulties were
quite enthusiastic with the narrations that accompany all system messages
(informative, interrogative, or warning).

Finally, it was very interesting that users with movement problems posed
the question of testing another layout for the on-screen keyboard (other than
the QWERTY), since this layout is not necessarily “ergonomic” in the case of the
sequential scanner passing. In addition, group 2 users preferred to have the print
preview stage as an option that could be avoided if the user chooses to, while users of
group 1 thought that this feature is very useful and should remain as the default
intermediate stage before printing. We intend to continue evaluation and system
redesign, as feedback from the actual target group in our case has proven to be
irreplaceable.

6. Conclusions and future directions
The enormous economic and social potential of IT makes it all the more important that
it will be accessible for people with disabilities (Paciello, 2000). If it is accessible, IT
may significantly improve the quality of life of people with disabilities by increasing
their independence and their ability to participate in the work-force. If it is not, it could
further isolate them, and prevent them from being full participants in what we call
Information Society.

The system presented in this work is an office suite for people with movement and
people with cognitive difficulties. This environment offers a significant potential for
increasing social inclusion. During implementation we had a close contact with users of
both target groups so as to gain a good knowledge of their notion of an easy, ergonomic
and usable software application. Evaluation proved extremely valuable as it pointed out
not just the good overall picture of the system, but also identified parts that can be
changed or looked more into, to better suit the user needs. We plan to consider the issues
raised by the evaluation and proceed with changes and a new circle of user testing.

The system can be used to fully support teleworking, offering an integrated
environment for document creating/editing, exchange of e-mail messages and
real-time text messages and files, as well as for publishing information for
generalized access and sharing on the Web. Moreover, since the interface is
designed in a simplified manner and tasks in the novice profile version are
easy and straightforward to execute, the system could be used by inexperienced
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“fully capable” users, young children, as well as the elderly. Our long-term plans
also include the further extension of the system, so as to foster the needs of more
types of disability by determining and producing the corresponding adaptations to
the view of the system.

Latest advances in human computer interaction – such as affective interaction –
are of interest for us since human factors and advanced interaction techniques can
greatly improve the objective (accessibility, productivity, etc.) and subjective (user
friendliness, ease, etc.) impression made by software applications on users of such
demanding target groups. We believe that for such target groups systems should
“look-and-feel” like humans, so we will proceed toward further personalizing the
system behavior. Our priority is to change the window-based wizard into an animated
assistant, able to interfere in circumstances that problems are detected in task
completion.

In addition, our efforts will focus on extending the degree of system customization,
as well as preparing an English version.

Notes

1. www.sun.com/access

2. US Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Household Economic Studies, Series
P-70, No 8; Disability, Functional Limitation and Health Insurance, Coverage 1984/85,
December 1986.

3. www-3.ibm.com/able/

4. www.microsoft.com/enable/

5. http://trace.wisc.edu/

6. www.utoronto.ca/atrc/

7. http://bucky.aa.uic.edu/

8. http://cast.org/

9. www.rit.edu/~easi/

10. www.starlingweb.com/

11. www.braillenet.jussieu.fr

12. www.w3.org/TR/1999/WAI-WEBCONTENT-19990505/

13. www.access-board.gov/about/ADA Text.htm

14. www.access-board.gov/telecomm/html/telfinal.htm

15. http://europa.eu.int/information_society/eeurope/index_en.htm

16. http://europa.eu.int/comm/employment_social/knowledge_society/res_eacc_en.pdf
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